January 8, 1933 by resolution of the Tbilisi State University was restored, the Pedagogical Institute in the same year and moved here from February 13 to continue to operate, it was in 1933-1990 Alexander Tsulukidze State Pedagogical Institute there. The institute is based in the city center, the building, which was originally a real College was. In the first study year (1933). Pedagogical Institute based in the first and second courses from our city come from a 700- to a student studying. They came to work with them in the faculty - as well. In different years the university has successfully worked and delivered lectures.
University History


In 1990, University of Kutaisi State University was transformed into a logical conclusion of the great work that this institution has successfully pursued its existence for nearly six decades. The N. Muskhelishvili Polytechnic Institute official status was granted on September 23, 1973 and it was officially opened on September 1, 1974.

Establishment of the new institute was preceded by many years of preparatory period. In 1946, the Polytechnic Institute in the training and consulting point was opened in 1953 in the evening and correspondence learning faculty. In 1968 it was added to the internal department and the Polytechnic Institute of Kutaisi Faculty of. 1974 The Faculty of the Polytechnic Institute was opened, which in 1977 was awarded the title of academician N. Muskhelishvili. Higher education was considered a priority area for the light, textile and food industries Engineering. First departments opened: Philosophy, Higher Mathematics, Engineering Graphics and Drawing Geometry, Physics and Applied Technical Mechanics. Gradually the number increased and Electric and Textile Industry, Food Technology and Economics Departments. Expanded and improved training facilities and equipment, light industry laboratories. Opened to traffic, engineering mechanics, electrical engineering faculties.

September 21, 1992 The N.Muskhelishvili Polytechnic Institute received university status and the Kutaisi N. Muskhelishvili State Technical University.

Training of personnel, scientific potential and high level of advanced countries, scientific institutions established extensive links with the university universally admitted. Akaki Tsereteli State University history began seven decades ago, and now it is the tradition of distinguished universities in Georgia, which has a decent place in the nation's cultural and intellectual and moral upbringing. Government of February 23, 2006 №39 resolution of public law legal entities - Akaki Tsereteli State University and Kutaisi N. Muskhelishvili State Technical University were united into one. Educational status and determine the university was named Akaki Tsereteli State University.
Faculty of Medicine

Akaki Tsereteli State University, the department of one of the youngest of the Faculty of Medicine, including a distinctive variety of academic programs, the implementation of joint programs, in terms of internationalization, exciting projects and a variety of student activities outside the curriculum.

Faculty of Medicine as part of the University, founded in 1995, and it fully recognizes the university's mission, vision and core values. In 2014 Tsereteli State University Faculty of Medicine became AMEE-'s - European Association for Medical Education (www.amee.org) member, and in 2015 it was at the World Health Organization - WHO, the International Federation for Medical Education - WFME and the International Medical Education Directory - IMED, higher medical schools web-resources.

He is a professor at the 8, 16 associate professors, 9 assistant professor emeritus 2, which includes representatives of various international organizations, experts and consultants.

Faculty of Administration is as follows:
- Dean: Assoc. Prof. The editor Irene
- Deputy Dean: Assoc. Prof. Maka Javakhia
- Quality Assurance Department: prof. Gulnara Shelia

faculty structural units of two academic departments:
- Clinical Medicine, hand-Lee: Assoc. Prof. Tamar Valishvili
- and Dental, hands-Lee: Full Professor. Tengiz Lobjanidze

the Faculty of Medicine of higher medical education in a one-step programs: "Medicine", "Medicine + PBL", the English-language "MEDICINE", "Dentistry", Undergraduate Programs - "Pharmacy", "Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation", "Pharmacy" in English.

Masters "Pharmacy", "Public Health and Health Policy", "Biomedical Engineering" / Students are selected-STU / PhD program "Pharmacy" 2012-2013 academic. Since the English-language program at one stage - "MEDICINE" students learn different countries: Nigeria, Iraq, India, Lebanon, Germany.

The faculty is actively involved in "TEMPUS" international projects, the result is a number of completely new educational programs:
- one step higher educational program "Medicine + PBL", the highest possible in the basic and clinical sciences to integrate quality and introduced problem-based learning (PBL) additional format, Set TEMPUS "international project" Establishment of the Supra-Regional Network of the National Centres in Medical Education, focused on PBL and Virtual Patients " in the framework of the program of the training process on learning and university lecture theatres used to specialize in so-called Pds rooms, separated, modern educational / scientific technological independent e. Sec. PBL building, the equipment was co-financed by Tempus.
Clinical Medicine Department of the Faculty of existence since the higher medical educational programs, academic support. There is a department of pathology, internal medicine, surgery and gynaecology, directions, as well as public health and pre-clinical disciplines of English-language teaching trends.

Clinical Medicine Department coordinator MD, Assoc. Prof. Tamar Valishvili, the directions of the activities as a teacher: 2 Emeritus Professor 6, 11 associate professors, 7 assistant professors. In addition, clinical subjects are actively involved in leading the city to the hospital sector.

Department aims to prepare the relevant degree with a specialist, who will have a thorough knowledge of basic medical sciences and healthcare offices to work for the general clinical skills, as well as moral values and ethical principles of medical practice in the use and protection.

The training program provided theoretical and practical trainings courses (pre-cycle) in parallel, which is carried out at the university, students of the Faculty of Medicine clinical courses learn cycle is fully equipped, multi-disciplinary clinics (medical corporation "Evex" Training Center, west of Interval Ntsiuli Medicine Center, The Referral Hospital, St. Nicholas and surgical oncology center, the "elite", №3 Maternity, LLC "Regional Blood Bank", Ltd MP Medical Center, Family Medicine Center, The Children's Clinic №3).

Clinical skills in order to master the faculty is equipped with modern phantoms Simulation Center, where the student the basic clinical skills, manipulation techniques and simulators manekenebsa provision of clinical cases in the review process.
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